


















Vision
Preparing every child to 
confidently navigate the 

rapidly changing landscape 
and equip them with the 

skills needed.

1. Critical thinking
2. Leadership
3. Communication
4. Collaboration
5. Adaptability
6. Innovation
7. Global citizenship
8. Productivity and 

accountability
9. Entrepreneurialism

10. Accessing and synthesizing 
information



The ‘bar has been raised’

Terminal 
exams.

Higher 
expectations

for ‘good pass’.

Increased 
comprehension.

Tougher 
exam

Content.

Minimal 
CW.



Format matters - Collegiate Format

Basil Bernstein - elaborated and restricted 
codes.

Collegiate Format - formalize diction and 
provide full context, often couched in technical 
vocabulary to show that you understand a 
certain domain-specific knowledge and that 
you are familiar with the professional discourse 
of a given discipline.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63NCvjX7X8E


No opt out
Teacher: ‘Charlie, what’s 6 times 4?’

Charlie: ‘I dunno’

What happens next?



Four formats -  

Format 1
I provide the answer; the student 
repeats the answer.

Format 2
Another student provides the 
answer; the initial student repeats 
the answer.

Format 3
I provide a cue; your student uses it 
to find the answer

Format 4 
Another student provides a cue; the 
initial student uses it to find the 
answer.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/178wXv5A2uiRJu-yaIzBKUKpwySHRup9W/preview


Right is Right - All the way right.

Holding out for all-the-way right:

When your teacher resists “rounding 
up” and saying that a student is right 
when he or she is only partially so.

Answer my question:

When your teacher insists that 
students are disciplined about 
answering the questions asked of 
them.

Right answer, right time:

When your teacher resists giving a 
student credit when he or she 
rushes ahead.

Specific vocabulary:

When your teacher makes students 
lock down the details in precise 
words and technical terminology.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1mgRZGsrcLn3ZADRFx7_5H0lJAv_1vbMV/preview


Stretch it

• Reward correct answers with harder ones
• Ask :

...how or why - can you explain how you got to 
an answer?

...for another way to answer

...for a better word or more precise expression

...for evidence

...you to integrate a related skill

...you to apply the same skill in a new setting




